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abStract

The crystal structure of Pb21[Si7O22]2[Si4O13] has been solved on crystals grown by crystallization 
from melt. The compound is hexagonal, P63/m, a = 9.9244(5), c = 34.2357(16) Å, V = 795.28(6) Å3, 
R1� �������IRU������XQLTXH�REVHUYHG�UHÀHFWLRQV��7KH�VWUXFWXUH�FRQWDLQV�¿YH�V\PPHWULFDOO\�LQGHSHQGHQW�
Si sites tetrahedrally coordinated by O atoms. The Si1O4, Si3O4, and Si4O4 tetrahedra share corners to 
form branched heptameric [Si7O22]16– units, whereas the Si2O4 and Si5O4 tetrahedra form the tetrameric 
[Si4O13]10– anions. The structure contains six symmetrically independent Pb sites with the PbOn coordina-
tion polyhedra distorted due to the stereochemical activity of the lone electron pairs. The structure can 
be described as a stacking of layers of the two types, A and B. The A-type layer contains [Si7O22]16– units, 
Pb1, Pb2, Pb3, and Pb4 sites, whereas the B-type layer contains [Si4O13]10– anions, together with Pb5, 
Pb6, and Pb6A sites. Stacking of the layers can be described as a sequence ...AAcBAAcB..., where A 
and Ac denote A layers with opposite orientations of the tripod-shaped silicate heptamers. The crystal 
structure of Pb21[Si7O22]2[Si4O13] has many similarities to that of hyttsjöite, which contains the same 
layers consisting of tripod-shaped [Si7O22]16– anions. In both title compound and hyttsjöite, the anions 
are stacked together in such a way that ellipsoidal cavities with dimensions of ca. 10 u 6 u 6 Å3 are 
created. The cavities are occupied by the ClPb6 octahedra in hyttsjöite and by “empty” Pb6 octahedra 
in Pb21[Si7O22]2[Si4O13]. Analysis of structural and chemical complexity in the PbO-SiO2 system indi-
cates that the most chemically complex phases (in terms of complexity of relations between chemical 
components) appear to be the most complex from the structural point of view as well. The title phase 
is the most structurally and chemically complex phase in the system. Structural organization of crystal-
line phases in the PbO-SiO2 system can be described as controlled by the Pb:Si ratio. For the phases 
with Pb:Si <2, their structures contain Pb2+ ions and silicate anions. For the phases with Pb:Si �2, the 
structures contain “additional” O atoms, i.e., atoms that are not bonded to Si. These atoms form OPb4 
tetrahedra, which are the next strongest structural subunits in the structure after silicate anions. The 
structures of the phases with Pb:Si <2 can therefore be described as based upon silicate anions and 
polynuclear cationic units consisting of edge- and corner-sharing OPb4 tetrahedra.
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IntrOductIOn

Within recent years, several novel Pb-containing silicate 
mineral species have been reported in the literature (Chukanov 
et al. 2008; Yakubovich et al. 2008; Kampf et al. 2009, 2013; 
Belokoneva and Dimitrova 2011; Kolitsch et al. 2012; Turner et 
al. 2012; Siidra et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013; Pinch et al. 2013). 
These minerals possess unusual and unique structures due to the 
adaptation of topology and geometry of silicate (or aluminosili-
cate) anions to the arrangements of the Pb2+ cations possessing 
stereochemically active 6s2 lone electron pairs. For instance, the 
structures of maricopaite, Ca2Pb7(Si36Al12)O99·n(H2O,OH) (Rouse 
and Peacor 1994) and rongibbsite, [Pb2OH][(Si4Al)O11] (Yang 
et al. 2013) contain interrupted tetrahedral frameworks with 
interruptions induced by the interaction of silicate species with 
polynuclear Pb-OH clusters present as complex extraframework 
cations. The structures of britvinite, [Pb7(OH)3F(BO3)2(CO3)]
[Mg4.5(OH)3(Si5O14)] (Yakubovich et al. 2008) and molybdophyl-

lite, (Pb4O)2Mg9[Si10O28](OH)8(CO3)3·H2O (Kolitsch et al. 2012) 
possess complex [Si5O14] tetrahedral sheets that can be viewed 
as interrupted mica-like silicate sheets. Stereochemical activity 
of lone electron pairs on Pb2+ cations seems to have a profound 
influence upon the structural features of silicate anions. The 
structure emerges as a result of a synergy between electronic and 
bonding requirements of the Pb2+ cations and flexibility of silicate 
tetrahedral units. The best way to understand this synergy is to in-
vestigate structures of “pure” Pb silicates in the PbO-SiO2 system, 
containing no additional cations and anions. However, only few 
data on these phases are available in the current literature. The only 
“pure” Pb silicate mineral, alamosite, PbSiO3 (Boucher and Peacor 
1968; Krivovichev and Burns 2004), contains unusually distorted 
single silicate chain with 12 tetrahedra within its identity period 
(Liebau 1985). Other phases known in the PbO-SiO2 system are 
synthetic Pb2SiO4 (= Pb2O[SiO3]) (Kato 1980; Dent Glasser et al. 
1981), Pb3Si2O7 (Petter et al. 1971), and Pb11Si3O17 (= Pb11O6[SiO4]
[Si2O7]) (Kato 1982). Herein we report on the synthesis and 
structural investigation of another synthetic Pb silicate, Pb7Si6O19 
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